The customized handmade shotguns
In 1956, in the heart of Valle Trompia, known throughout the world for its long armory tradition, Luciano Rota and his wife Maria Fausti started the business which still continues today with son-in-law Maurizio Bertolassi and daughters Sissi and Katia.

R.F.M. is synonymous with craftsmanship passion and capacity devoted to the manufacturing of side by side and over-and-under guns all made in Italy. Tradition has been renewed over time and especially in recent years is flanked by important technical and aesthetic improvements that have enabled the company to establish itself increasingly on both the national and international market with an excellent quality/price rapport.

Today, in order to meet all needs of every individual client, R.F.M. offers a wide range of smooth bore or rifled models completely customisable... so, it is not by chance that the slogan is: “Handmade customised guns.”
Il tuo fucile... costruiamolo insieme!

bascula dedicata al calibro in acciaio Nichel Cromo ricavata da un blocco in acciaio forgiato;
canne in acciaio trilegato Cromo Molibdeno forate, alesate, rettificate, lappate e cromate internamente.
bindella piana o tipo S. Etienne rabescata a mano o a macchina;
calcio e asta in noce scelta fatti su misura e lucidati a tru-oil;
incisioni a laser o a mano firmate da maestri incisori...

Your gun... Make it together!

Dedicated frame machined out of block of forged steel.
Three-alloyed steel barrel machined out of bored bars, internally chromed.
Customized selected walnut woods, checkered and finished trou-oil.
Laser engraving or fine handmade engraving.
ZEUS S/SL

CALIBRO GAUGE
12-16-20-28-410

Zeus S

Zeus S

Zeus S

Zeus SL
ZEUS TS

CALIBRO GAUGE
12-20-28-410

Bascula ghiaccio
Bindella concava

Ice frame
Concave rib
Modello Lusso:
calcio inglese di
grado superiore con
legni finiti a mano,
calciolo legno o
gomma, guardia
lunga, manetta
traforata a mano,
bindella rabascata
a mano

Luxury Model:
english stock top
grade hand finished,
recoil pad
in wood or rubber,
long trigger guard,
manacle
perforated by hand,
rib checkered by
hand
MICRO ZEUS

CALIBRO 410
Estrattori manuali
Modello mini con bascula dedicata
Incisione a mano
peso kg. 2,2

GAUGE 410
Extractor
Mini model with dedicated action
Hand engraving
Weight 2,2 Kg
**Gauge 12 Cam 76”**

**Barrel CM 62**

The first paradox is for large shot pattern, that is already compacted by 7 meters.

The second barrel with chokes

Black anatomic stock

Beavertail forend

Black rubber recoil pad

Matt black barrel and frame with woodcock and brand in silver

**Calibro 12 Cam 76”**

**Canna CM 62**

Prima Paradox per rosate larghe ma compatte già da 7 metri

Seconda con strozzatori

Calcio Pistola anatomico

Asta coda di castoro

Legni scuri

Calciolo in gomma nero

Canna Sabbia

Bascula sabbiata con beccaccia e logo in argento
CALIBRO 12 CAM 89”
Per caccia agli acquatici
Peso da 5 Kg a 6 Kg
Canne 81 cm parallele al teflon
con strozzatori intercambiabili
Calcio anatomico maggiorato
Due colpi contemporanei
sul secondo grilletto

GAUGE 12 CAM 89”
For aquatic birds hunting
Weight 5 Kg / 6 kg
Parallel barrels 81 cm - teflon
with interchangeable chokes
Anatomic stock
Double contemporaneous shots
on the second trigger
CALIBRO 12-20 CAM 76”
CANNA CM 55-60
BINDELLA SLUG
Tacca di mira abbattibile
Mirino in fibra ottica
Per caccia al cinghiale

Disponibile anche con canna Paradox

GAUGE 12-20 CAM 76”
BARREL CM 55-60
SLUG RIB
Rib fitting folding
Front sight with fiber optic
For wild boars hunt

Available also with paradox barrel
COMBINATO

DOPPIETTA
Canna anima liscia
Con calibri combinati

SIDE BY SIDE
Smoothbore barrel
Combined gauges

20 12
28 12
28 20
410 20
8 410
GAUGE
9,3x74R - 8x57JRS - 45/70 Govt
Single trigger or double trigger
Extractor
Pistol grip stock
Beavertail forend
Barrels cm 60
Rib fitting folding
Fiber optic sight with millimeter adjustment.

Calibration test for all guns.

CALIBRO
9,3x74R - 8x57JRS - 45/70 Govt-
Monogrillo o bigrillo
Estrattore manuale
Calcio pistola
Asta castoro
Canna cm 60
Tacca mira abbattibile
Mirino fibra ottica regolabile.

Taratura certificata eseguita per ogni singolo pezzo.
Calibre Gauge 12 Cam. 76" Magnum

- Divergent barrels
- Rib fitting folding rear sight
- Front sight with fiber optic
- Double contemporaneous shots on the second trigger
- Anatomic stock
CAMOUFLAGE
DISPONIBILI SU TUTTI I NOSTRI FUCILI

Camouflage BOSCO GRIGIO

Camouflage BOSCO VERDE

Camouflage ACQUA

Camouflage FINTA RADICA
The first paradox is for large shot pattern, that is already compacted by 7 meters.

The second barrel with chokes
Black anatomic stock
Black rubber recoil pad
Matt black barrel and frame with woodcock and brand in silver
CALIBRO 12-16-20-28-410
Modello Lusso
Monogrillo selettivo
Estrattore automatico
Bascula con rinforzo laterale
Asta con sgancio a pulsante.

GAUGE 12-16-20-28-410
Luxury Model
Single selective trigger
Automatic ejectors
Receiver with side reinforcements
Forend with push-button.
CALIBRO GUAGE
12-16-20-28-410
e combinati - combined
SKS

CALIBRO GAUGE
12-16-20-28-410
e combinati - combined
SK one TRAP
SK One TRAP

- Fibre optic front sights
- Ventilated large rib
- Interchangeable chokes
- Fret-worked top lever
- Single selective trigger
- Frame with side reinforcements
- Beavertail forend
- Custom engraving
- Adjustable stock
- Soft rubber recoil pad
- Selected walnut woods
- Fibre optic front sights
- Ventilated large rib
- Interchangeable chokes
- Fret-worked top lever
- Single selective trigger
- Frame with side reinforcements
- Beavertail forend
- Custom engraving
- Adjustable stock
- Soft rubber recoil pad
- Selected walnut woods
Doppietta Sporting & Trap
Monogrillo
Estrattore automatico
Asta castoro
Bindellone cm 1,5
Calcio regolabile
Strozzatori Gemini compensanti da 90 mm
(per versione Sporting)

Side by Side Sporting & Trap
Single trigger
Automatic ejectors
Beavertail forend
Rib 1,5 cm high
Adjustable stock
Gemini interchangeable chokes ported. (For sporting version)
strozzatori Gemini compensati da 90 mm
Gemini interchangeable chokes ported

fibre optic front sights

bindellone da 1,5 cm
rib 1,5 cm

canne in acciaio trilegato cromate internamente
three-alloyed steel barrel, internally chromed

extra long connection cones

fret-worked top lever

ice frame

ice frame

zigrinato a mano passo fine
fine hand checkering

calcio totalmente regolabile
adjustable stock

soft touch

anatomic trigger

anatomic trigger

soft rubber recoil pad

selected walnut woods trou oil finished

anatomic grip

astina in coda di castoro
beavertail forend

fine hand checkering
CALIBRO 12/76"
Calcio e asta tecnopolimero
Canne disponibili cm 36/41/45
Calcio fisso/pieghevole/telescopico
Caricatore con 5 colpi

GAUGE 12/76"
Stock and forend in rechnopolymer
Available barrels cm 36/41/45
Stock fixed/folding/telescopic
Magazine with 5 rounds
CALIBRO 20-28-32-410
Monogrillo o bigrillo
Estrattori manuali
Calcio e asta soft touch
Canna cm 40/45
Sicura Automatica

Lunghezza arma cm 62/66

GAUGE 20-28-32-410
Single trigger or double trigger
Extractor
Soft touch
Barrels length cm 40/45
Auto Safe

Gun length cm 62/66

calcio soft touch
soft touch wood

asta soft touch
soft touch forend
ACCESSORI - ACCESSORIES

Standard
ACCESSORI - ACCESSORIES

Luxury
Arms factory since 1957

via patrioti, 26 - 25068
SAREZZO - BS - Italy
tel. +39.030.800442
fax +39.030.800442
www.rfmarmi.it
info@rfmarmi.it

VENDITA DIRETTA